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DEMOLITION PLAN


UCA WESTERN AVE TEMPORARY PARKING
UCA CAMPUS, CONWAY, ARKANSAS

DEMO
DEMO

DRAWING: G:\19702400_UCATEMPPK\INFRASTRUCTURE\19702405-WESTERN\!PROJECT CONTROL-DEMOLITION SHEETS.DWG
LAYOUT: DEMO
LAST SAVED: CB3009, 7/17/2019 2:58:03 PM
LAST PLOTTED BY: CLAY BISHOP, 7/30/2019 11:57:28 AM

("PLOTTED BY:" VALID ON HARD COPY ONLY)

CRAFTON, TULL & ASSOCIATES, INC.
No. 109

BIDDING

WATER MAIN
SOIL PIPE
CENTRAL WATER MAIN
ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
ELECTRICAL TRENCH
ELECTRICAL MAST
ELECTRICAL CONDUIT
ELECTRICAL SVC BOX
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